WINNERS FOR 2019 ELECTIONS

US SENATE for 2019 (new)
Andrew Avery-Johnson
Mike Cosgrove
James Downey
Peter Geraci
George Henion
Jillian Johnson
Anna Kupiecki
Christi Larson
Chris Parks
Dave Rasmussen
Rose Sauers
Pamela Smith
Robert Wahl
Katharine Waldoch
Stan Yasaitis

US SENATE for 2019 (continuing)
Roy Badger
Susan Butkovic
Gail Dukes
Louisa Eastman
Steve Kennedy
Tiffany Nation
Patricia Osheim
Latonya Perryman
Jenny Peshut
Patrick Reilly

UNIVERSITY STAFF COMMITTEE for 2019 (new)
Andrew Avery-Johnson (FAA)
Dave Rasmussen (FAA)
Rose Sauers (OAD)
Stan Yasaitis (OAD)
Jillian Johnson (SC)

UNIVERSITY STAFF COMMITTEE for 2019 (continuing)
Roy Badger (FAA)
Susan Butkovic (OAD)
Gail Dukes (FAA)
Louisa Eastman (OAD)
Steve Kennedy (SC)
Tiffany Nation (SC)
Patricia Osheim (FAA)
Latonya Perryman (OAD)
Jenny Peshut (SC)
Patrick Reilly (SC)
US AWARDS COMMITTEE for 2019 (new)
Karen Dredge (SC)

US AWARDS COMMITTEE (continuing)
Roy Badger (FAA)
Susan Butkovic (OAD)
Louisa Eastman (OAD)
Steve Kennedy (SC)
Jenny Peshut (SC)

US CODIFICATION COMMITTEE for 2019 (new)
Anna Kupiecki (SC)
Rose Sauers (OAD)

US CODIFICATION COMMITTEE (continuing)
Louisa Eastman (OAD)
Steve Kennedy (SC)
Jenny Peshut (SC)

US GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE for 2019 (new)
Shelley Bugni (OAD)-Alternate
Jennifer Kocan (SC)-Alternate

US GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE for 2019 (continuing)
Gerry Becker (OAD)
Brenda Cullin (SC)
Deb Ritchie-Kolberg (SC)-Alternate
Katherine Rose (OAD)-Alternate
David Zinda (FAA)

US NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE for 2019 (new)
Mike Cosgrove (OAD)
Dave Rasmussen (FAA)
Rose Sauers (OAD)

US NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE for 2019 (continuing)
Roy Badger (FAA)
Louisa Eastman (OAD)
Jenny Peshut (SC)